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Zolotoi Zapas
Zolotoi Zapas Tkruffle
New product!!! «Zolotoi Zapas Truffle» - candies in bulk or packed in a bag.
Assortment:
- Candies in bulk «Zolotoi Zapas Truffle dark»
- Candies in bulk «Zolotoi Zapas Truffle milk»
- Candies in bulk «Zolotoi Zapas Thiffle white»
Quantity in a packing box (in bulk}: 2kg
Shelf life: 12 months.

Candies «Zolotoi Zapas Truffle dark»
Candies «Zolotoi Zapas Truffle assorted»
(assorted candies with 3 kinds of truffle: dark, milk, white)
Net weight: 150 g
Quantity in a packing box: 10 packages
Shelf life: 12 months.
"Zolotoi Zapas" ("Gold Reserve") was created to renew traditional taste
of the favorite sweets from our childhood and to revive the best traditions
of chocolate art. The assortment of this range is presented by the
well-known and famous brands of candies in the CIS territoryit is our favorite candies: Belochka,
Kara-Kum, Mishka v lesu and other.
Belochka - it is the most known and popular candy, made according
to classic recipes from black compound, with praline filling from grated nut
and small pieces of hazelnut.
Moscovskie - it is candy with filling from the noble almond,
pounded with honey, covered by black compound.
Kara-Kum - it is traditional nut filling with the pieces of crisp waffle
in black compound.
Mishka v lesu - it is candy from black compound with honey, grated nut,
and small pieces of hazelnut.
Lesnoi oreshek - it is candy with nut praline and pieces of hazelnut
in black compound.
Imeninnye - it is ice-cream filling, with a covering from black compound.
Kinds of packing: in bulk, box 2kg
polyethylene bag, 200g
quantity in a packing box: 20 bags
Shelf-life -12 months.
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